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In Brief

The third Astaire-Rogers movie (not counting Flying Down to Rio) and one of the
best, with a superlative Irving Berlin score (it includes 'No Strings', 'Isn't This a
Lovely Day?', 'Top Hat, White Tie and Tails' and 'Cheek to Cheek'), and equally
superlative Hermes Pan routines which spark a distinct sexual electricity between
the pair. Oddly enough, the film is almost slavishly patterned on The Gay Divorcee,
with the scene again shifting from London to a resort (Venice in this case), the
plot again turning on mistaken identity, and the comedy again reliant on Horton,
Blore and Rhodes. The reason you don't really notice this - with Top Hat readily
springing to mind as the archetypal Fred'n'Ginger movie - is the booster given by
Van Nest Polglase's stunning white Art Deco designs, which were to set the tone
for the series. 
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A Sex Symbol Named Fred: TOP HAT

In 2007 National Public Radio played an excerpt of Fred Astaire singing “Let’s Face the Music
and Dance” and asked listeners to describe in a single phrase the quality of his voice. One
participant’s entry was, “The boyfriend you longed for before you found out about sex.”

Oh, really?

Donald Spoto, in his biography of Audrey Hepburn, describes her one-time co-star as having
“nothing erotic or even sensual about him… Fred Astaire was a gentleman up there on the
screen—so much a gentleman, in fact, that there was never an atom of erotic appeal about
him.”

It gets worse.

In reviewing a recent book about Astaire, New York Times book critic David Thomson further
disseminates this notion by stating that “[Astaire’s] terrifying concentration and his refusal
to acknowledge certain appetites lead to a conclusion seldom reached about performers in
ballet or other musical forms: Fred Astaire was not human, not sexual, not sexed.”

Can any of these people have ever seen Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers dance? Of the 10
films the performers made together, not one is without an Astaire-choreographed dance of
either flirtation or seduction, and the most famous are immensely erotic.  Conventional wisdom has it that each dance was in fact the
censorship-dodging means of symbolizing sex, but more accurately they usually represent emotional interaction including sex, or
some pre-sexual romantic experience. The most blatant example is the fervent “Night and Day” from The Gay Divorcee. We do have
Ginger gazing up at Fred afterward as if he has just made the earth move for her, and then he offers her a cigarette. But given that her
character is all tensed up about her pending divorce process, it doesn’t seem as if she would give in that completely.

Top Hat, the fourth film of the Astaire-Rogers pairing, is certainly among their frothiest; in the ongoing debate as to whether it or
Swing Time (number 6 in their canon) is the best (or most quintessential) of the partnership’s efforts, your opinion might just depend
on your mood. Swing Time takes place in an at least comparatively grittier world, more reflective of the Great Depression and its
deprivations, and the movie’s acting performances are more nuanced and touching. Top Hat’s wedding-cake rendition of Venice and
its impossibly wealthy and light-hearted world may make it more artificial, but, disbelief handily suspended, the audience gets sharper
pacing, zingier lines and equally euphoric dancing.

The film in fact includes two of the dances most indicative of some stage of lovemaking (in the more old-fashioned sense of the word,
this also encompassed the ardent spiritual wooing that preceded the physical activity). Next to “Night and Day,” “Cheek to Cheek” is
the most pointed example of Astaire seducing Rogers, and “Isn’t This a Lovely Day” pulls off the trick of portraying the sexes as equal
while shouting, “Viva la difference!”  As “Isn’t This a Lovely Day” begins, their characters have already met, courtesy of Fred’s having
woken Ginger and begun the disintegration of her ceiling with his taps in the hotel room above. During “No Strings,” he established
not only his self-assurance, but his determination to remain free as a bird from commitment—only to have his future come fuming
through his doorway.

He is happily ready to accept coupledom by the time he corners her on a bandstand during a heavy rainstorm and tells her in song just
how glad he is to be stuck with her there. Her riding habit allows her to look cool as she imitates his movements to spark the ensuing
dance, and they gradually make their way toward a terrific buildup of romantic tension, not touching though they become increasingly
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swept up in their smoothness and in each other. Then—well, let Richard
Corliss describe the denouement:

The horn section starts bleating like impatient klaxons, modulates seven
times, up the whole scale, as the dancers do slide-taps, facing each other, too
close for comfort. Something’s got to give, and it’s the music. The trumpet
blasts a kind of sexual cavalry call, to which the two respond with a furious
stomp; they’ve got firecracker feet. Fred takes Ginger in his arms and leads her
in eight spins, as delirious as they are precise. The courtship is over. This is the
real thing: sex as hot, fast fun, two people in perfectly matched abandon, too
rapt to notice their surprise at the other’s expertise, at how beautifully and
energetically they dance as one.

So has Adam already eaten the apple, as Ginger’s employer Beddini
suspiciously asks her in the next scene? Given the sublime sublimation of
“Cheek to Cheek,” maybe not yet.

There are several lovely dance themes and some unique footwork in this
passionate duet, but perhaps the most striking is the series of languorous dips
into which Fred lowers Ginger. One friend who viewed “Cheek to Cheek,” a
dance instructor who tends to prefer the more overt sexiness of blues

dancing, was suitably impressed by the implications of this. Here is how John Mueller describes it in his dance-by-dance analysis of
Astaire’s works in Astaire Dancing:

The seduction is seen, in part, in the ardor and forcefulness of the partnering—Astaire’s attention is fully on Rogers, and he is constantly
pulling her into the dance, surrounding her, encasing her in his arms, and more startlingly, wrapping himself in her arms. The progression
of the seduction is traced through a repeated choreographic nuance, the supported backbend. Several times Rogers falls backward
in Astaire’s arms, and each time the backbend gets deeper, longer, more luxurious, more sensuous, the last one suggesting utter
surrender.

As has often been observed, Ginger Rogers contributed greatly to the emotional impact of these dances by way of her subtle, intelligent
acting style. Of the partnership, Arlene Croce writes: Ginger Rogers “brought out [Astaire’s] toughness and also his true masculine
gallantry. . .” She could also act while dancing; only with her did there seem to be genuine emotions passing between partners while
on the dance floor.” Mueller also pointed this out, stating in the most unassailable of terms that “the reason so many women fantasized
dancing with Fred Astaire is that Ginger Rogers conveyed the impression that dancing with him is the most thrilling experience
imaginable.

Fred Astaire plays in the main an insouciant imp in this picture, but the seducer in him catches fire. Admittedly he is far from the usual
male lead, and it confuses Joseph Epstein, another Astaire essayist who doesn’t get the point: “One roots for Fred Astaire in his movies
in good part because he isn’t all that sexy… He was this little guy, skinny, with big ears, a long chin, and too wide a forehead, whose
only chance is to get the girl onto the dance floor, where he will let his feet do his seduction for him.” The dismissal of Astaire as a
believable leading man outside his dancing originates in part from the notion that women couldn’t possibly find slight or
unconventionally handsome men desirable, an idea that has been fed by the different perception that (unfortunately for many men)
has taken root in recent decades of what constitutes male attractiveness.

As to the aforementioned grumble about Astaire’s “refusal to acknowledge certain appetites,” this probably refers to his reluctance
to include kissing scenes in most of his films. Even had he chosen to, it is arguable whether it was necessary. The absence of Hollywood
clinches underscores the very point that the dances by themselves were expressive enough of fulfilled desire. Then, too, some exquisite
expressions of unfulfilled longing were the near-kisses that were far more common in Astaire-Rogers films than in those of any other
romantic team in cinema.  As soon as Astaire begins to dance, however, he becomes sure-fire lady-killer material even in the judgment
of viewers dismissive of his physical appeal. As the not-dismissive Kerry Douglas Dye puts it in his “Guy Movie of the Week” review of
the movie: “When I’m feeling in a singing! dancing! sort of mood, but still want to see something kind of macho, I like to pop in my
favorite Fred Astaire flick, Top Hat. See, Astaire’s as macho a guy actor as any Charles Bronson or Lee Marvin, only he gets the girl and
saves the day by singing and dancing, and being witty and always keeping his cool and always being one step ahead of the other guy…
In ‘Top Hat, White Tie and Tails,’ he pantomimes machine-gunning down about 20 of his fellow tuxedo-clad dancers. See, he owns this
world. Don’t mess with him.”

Those who see Fred Astaire as testosterone-deprived, and those who see no concealment of his agenda of conquest in his dancing,
seem to completely breeze past one another. But it stretches the credulity of the latter community that it isn’t obvious to everyone
who is paying attention: Fred Astaire is all about sex, really—the kind women most dream of. He had a way of seeming as if he were
trying to please his partner as much as himself, an intensely ardent and affectionate way of looking at her. He also was forceful and
gentle at the same time;  he dominated without being domineering about it (give that a try sometime, guys, and let’s see how you do),
and the result was a unique eroticism that puts Fred and Ginger’s beyond all other “ballroom” partnerships.

In Sue Rickard’s essay on censorship’s effects on the Astaire-Rogers dances, she describes him (and I paraphrase her heavily here) as
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having a mastery of his and his partner’s body that suggests not only the power to be strong, but also the power to be gentle. With
“great lovers” like Valentino and Clark Gable, it is their gentleness that is hidden, and the discovery of it imbues their characters with
a thrilling potential. With Astaire, the power of his masculinity is magically revealed when he begins to dance. Rickard’s argument is
that Astaire’s non-dancing persona is the perfect cover for the erotic significance of much of his dancing.

It’s also worth pointing out that Astaire portrayed characters who were humorously self-deprecating, self-effacing, and sweet even in
light of their preternatural talents (men similar to the real Fred Astaire). For those not impressed by actors or lead characters with huge
egos, that in itself adds to the appeal.  Astaire’s unique and powerfully sexual persona became apparent to theatre critics at the time
he made the transition from one-half of a platonic partnership (he began his stage career dancing and singing with his older sister,
Adele) to solo artist and leading man, and numerous articles written during his film career indicate that he was considered a romantic
movie idol.   So why all these attributions of asexuality? Part of it stems from the unceasing comparisons of Astaire with Gene Kelly, a
more macho and conventionally babelicious dancer who also expressed a more directly steamy image (“I’m the Marlon Brando of
dance,” he said, “and Fred’s the Cary Grant”); what irony it is that Kelly is less often visualized with his female partners. Perhaps the
more sensible comparison is of Astaire with Frank Sinatra—another skinny little guy with a funny face who expresses a masterful
determination within his tenderly romantic courtship style that earns him the swoons of women and the admiration of men alike.

Astaire’s trademark was the top hat, white tie, and tails about which Irving Berlin wrote a song for him to sing in this movie. On the
first sighting of Astaire in that “monkey suit,” some fall party to the perception that Astaire was a swank, a toff; always the effete
aristocrat. In truth, the perception is a deception; Berlin’s song is about the throwing off of that image despite the snappy dress and
having fun in whatever way one pleases. And the dance is about the male power to be elegant and groomed and yet tough under fire—
a strong and quick-thinking male who exudes sexual power and wins the day.

In sum (and shouldn’t we all know this by now?), it’s true that clothes don’t make the man—no matter how marvelous he looks in them.

Chris Bamberger, Brattle Theatre Film Notes

Behind the Camera on TOP HAT

Probably the most famous off-camera Rogers-Astaire anecdote about Top Hat is the infamous story of "The Dress." Rumors of the
dancing team's hostility toward each other probably stem from this incident. And as always, the truth depends on who's telling the
story. 

Ginger Rogers gives the most complete account, placing opposition to the costume well before the feathers started flying. In her
autobiography, Ginger: My Story (HarperCollins), she describes how she told costume designer Bernard Newman to make her a dress
of pure blue, "like the blue you find in paintings of Monet ...with myriads of ostrich feathers." When the completed dress was brought
to the set, the actress wrote, director Mark Sandrich came to her dressing room with the suggestion that she wear the "much, much
prettier" white dress she wore in The Gay Divorcee (1934). Rogers was certain that this 'request' also reflected Fred Astaire's opinion.
She immediately telephoned her mother, Lela Rogers, a tough, legendary stage mama, who stormed to the studio to her daughter's
defense. Mother and daughter stood firm, and when Ginger threatened to walk off the picture if she couldn't use the gown, Sandrich
allowed her to rehearse in it, despite the fact that she would have to pretend to be wowed by a love song sung by her openly hostile
co-star. Matters grew worse when, during the dance, feathers began to detach and fly all over the place, sticking to Astaire's skin and
clothes. (Despite all-night work by the wardrobe department to reinforce each
feather individually, you can still see errant feathers floating through still shots from
the scene.) Rogers' book insisted only a few stray feathers came loose and that
Sandrich and Astaire aloofly but eventually conceded the dress's beauty and
appropriateness for the scene. Four days after the shoot, she said, Astaire sent her
a gold feather for her charm bracelet and a note that read "Dear feathers, I love ya!
Fred." 

Astaire told the story a little differently in his autobiography, Steps in Time (Cooper
Square Press). According to him, he thought the look of the dress was "very nice"
until the first time they rehearsed the dance with Ginger in it. "Feathers started to
fly as if a chicken had been attacked by a coyote. ... They were floating around like
millions of moths." Astaire wrote that despite the hassle, the rushes revealed very
little problem, everyone had a good laugh about it, and it became a running joke
among the cast and crew. He and Hermes Pan even made up joke lyrics to the tune
of "Cheek to Cheek": "Feathers, I hate feathers/And I hate them so that I can hardly
speak/And I never find the happiness I seek/With those chicken feathers dancing
cheek to cheek." 

Despite downplaying his annoyance over the dress, Astaire was known to be a
perfectionist and not averse to taking charge of certain aspects of the filming; he
always lay down the law when he believed he was right. Although officially
uncredited, it is universally acknowledged he was the principal choreographer for
the entire film series. Hermes Pan was in charge of big production numbers, and
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when he and Astaire worked out the other dances, Pan played Ginger. When the routine was all set, they showed it to Rogers. Beyond
the actual steps, however, Astaire also supervised every other aspect of the development of a dance number from orchestration
through final shooting and editing. He was particularly adamant about how a number should be filmed. He disliked interrupting the
flow of the dance with unusual camera angles, cuts to the face or feet of the dancer, or reaction shots of people watching. In this film
and throughout his career, he insisted on keeping the camera at eye level with few changes in angles to focus attention on the dance
rather than on camera technique. The dances were rarely broken up into segments that could be filmed in small bits at a time; as a
result, multiple takes became arduous affairs that often lasted well into the night. At times Rogers' shoes had to be changed frequently
because they would become stained with blood. 

Astaire could also be a stickler where scripts were concerned. He hated the initial draft of Top Hat, complaining to producer Pandro
Berman that there was no real story or plot. "As this book is supposed to have been written for me with the intention of giving me a
chance to do things that are more suited to me   I cannot see that my part embodies any of the necessary elements, except to dance,
dance, dance." He also strongly objected to two moments in the script where Rogers was called upon to slap him in the face.

In an interview with Lee Server for the book Screenwriter: Words Become Pictures (Main Street Press, 1987), screenwriter Allan Scott
said Astaire was "a helluva snob" who could be "perturbed very easily by the wrong reference." Scott said he would deliberately put
in "wrong" lines for Astaire to spot and carp about in order to distract him from lines the writers did not want to lose. 

Allan Scott was not any kinder in his assessment of Ginger Rogers' script-analysis abilities. He told Server he preferred to write for
"stage actresses who took their art seriously," such as Claudette Colbert or Greer Garson, and would rewrite to accommodate their
ideas and concerns. "There was a time with Ginger, on the other hand, where it got to be a joke," Scott said. "She would say, 'There's
something radically wrong.' And you had to go down and see what you could do." What Scott usually found was that Rogers was
having trouble with a line simply because she didn't get it, hadn't studied it, and she'd usually been out "dancing and whatnot" the night
before. Scott used the term "radically wrong" to refer to Ginger for some time. 

Astaire and Rogers frequently denied any major rivalry between them. But because so much of the praise and attention for the quality
of the pictures has been focused on him, she was quick to point out she had plenty of input into the dance routines and was known
as the "button finder," a show biz term for the person who can come up with just the right last word or finishing touch on a scene or
number. She also wasn't innocent of telling a deflating story or two about her co-star. As she relates in her autobiography, Sandrich
wanted a little something extra to cap the film and told his two stars to break into a dance as they descended the stairs at the end.
They grumbled, preferring never just to start dancing without rehearsal, but they tried it anyway. And as Fred pivoted Ginger around
him, his Top Hat came off and nearly plunged into the "canal" built on the Venice set. Rogers said he yelled "no, no, no!" and kicked
the wall of the set hard -  twice   a reaction she thought uncharacteristically heated of him until she realized the cause of his anger. He
had neglected to put his toupee on under the hat. 

The elegant dances and sharp, funny script weren't all that made Top Hat a hit with audiences and a blueprint for future Fred and
Ginger pictures. A lot of credit must also go to the spectacular Art Deco sets with their exaggerated perspectives and gleaming, buffed
dance floors. The BWS (Big White Set), as these concoctions became known, was the work of RKO's much-praised art department,
under the guidance of Van Nest Polglase. For the Venice set, the studio decided to go farther out than ever, adjoining two large sound
stages with floors sheathed in red bakelite, winding a canal through them, and spanning the whole thing with bridges. To make the
white sets look even brighter the water was dyed black. The interiors were equally incredible, with heavily satined hotel rooms the size
of train stations. Although credited for the work and nominated for an Oscar, Polglase did not personally design the Top Hat set. In
fact, he was probably credited with work on a lot of RKO films simply because of his title. He developed a serious drinking problem
during his tenure at RKO and the studio finally replaced him in the early forties. Carroll Clark is probably the designer most responsible
for the look of Top Hat and subsequent Astaire-Rogers films, but Van Nest Polglase has become the name associated with that
gleaming, over-the-top Deco image for which RKO was known in the 1930s. 

As director of Top Hat and four other films in the series, Mark Sandrich was another important force behind the camera, although he
is rarely discussed in the pantheon of American directors today. Screenwriter Allan Scott claimed Sandrich "revolutionized the musical,"
changing it from the backstage type favored in the early 30s by Warner Brothers (in which numbers are performed only as part of a
rehearsal or stage show) into a more integrated form, in which the songs are part of the
storyline. "If you look at the directors of musicals, his contribution to the form is very
underestimated," Scott said. On the set, however, Ginger Rogers found him rather cold
and cruel. She related the story of how he snapped at her on the set one day to "take
some dancing, singing, and acting lessons." She said she finally had to have producer
Pandro Berman intercede on her behalf, but that Sandrich never accepted or liked her. 

by Rob Nixon, TCMDb
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